PIN-ON SPECIFICATION SCHEMATIC DRAWING

DATE: ________________

MEASUREMENTS MUST BE TAKEN FROM THE LOADER BUCKET
*USE ACCURATE MEASURING DEVICE SUCH AS A CALIPER*

DEALER: ___________________________ CONTACT: ___________________________

CITY, STATE, ZIP: ___________________________ PHONE: ___________________________

A) INSIDE MOUNTING BRACKET
B) OUTSIDE MOUNTING BRACKET
C) PIN CENTERS
D) TOP PIN HOLE DIAMETER
E) BOTTOM PIN HOLE DIAMETER
F) PERPENDICULAR DISTANCE FROM GROUND OR BOTTOM OF BUCKET
G) OFFSET DISTANCE BETWEEN PINS
H) PERPENDICULAR DISTANCE FROM BOTTOM PIN CENTER TO BACK OF BUCKET
I) PERPENDICULAR DISTANCE FROM TOP PIN CENTER TO BACK OF BUCKET
J) DISTANCE FROM TOP PIN HOLE TO BACK EDGE OF PLATE
K) DISTANCE FROM BOTTOM PIN HOLE TO BACK EDGE OF PLATE
L) DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF TOP HOLE TO TOP OF PLATE